
WEDDING SEASON CATALOG



"Roses carry the connection of grace

and elegance, as well as the start o a

new beginning"



Roses have always been considered the top flower to signify

romance, so they are perfect when you want to represent love.

 

At EQR we have a passion for perfection, and we have developed

a collection of roses for this wedding season so you could find, a

diverse selection of beauty.

 

Each of our wedding season roses has its own signature style. They

reveal surprising forms, texture, or colors that enhance their charm.

Others seduce with fragrances that evoke delicate but distinctive

rose scents. Our spectacular and romantic roses truly do justice to

your own special occasion. 

 

Check them out and make your wedding stand out on

this special day!



White, an inherently positive color, is associated with purity, innocence, goodness,

safety, bri l l iance, i l lumination, beginnings, sincerity, protection, softness, and

perfection.
White 

Blizzard

Escimo

Mt. Everest

Playa Blanca

TibetMondial

Polar Star

Snowy Jewel

White Chocolate

Vendela

Polo

Proud

Anastacia

Amelia

Moonstone



Garden Roses are species of roses that were popular before the 20th century.

Some of the characteristics are they fragrance, cup and high petal count.

These traits are what set them apart from standard roses, which make them

ideal for a bouquet of roses for special occasions l ike weddings.

Garden-Look

Hearts

Kahala

Wild Esperance

Pink Xpression

Free Spirit

Wild Spirit

Country Home

Shimmer

Super Green

Moonstone

Matcha

Zazu



Pink is a delicate color that transmits sweetness and alluring charm. When pink

turns into a softer shade, you get Light Pink which is even a more enchanting color,

even angelic to some, that wil l  definitely be able to captivate all your senses. 

Light Pink

Secret Garden Faith

Mother of Pearl
Pink Xpression

Pink Mondial



Purple and its l ighter lavender shades have a special, almost sacred, place in

nature, where lavender, orchid, l i lac and violet flowers are often delicate and

considered precious.
Lavender

Amnesia 

Early Grey

Tiara

Ocean Song

Piacere

Moody Blues



Blue is the color of the 2020 Pantone, this color emerges as a symbol of stabil ity,

inherently represents peace, constancy, reliabil ity, and trust. Blue roses are the

perfect way to tell someone “you are extraordinarily, wonderful and unique” and

are perfect for the woman who marches to the beat of her own drum.

Blue 

Blue Laguna

Blue Laguna Bunch



Cream roses often represent purity, innocence and youthfulness. They are referred

to as bridal roses because of their association with young love and eternal loyalty.

This roses can also symbolize a new beginning and everlasting love.
Cream

Quicksand

Pompeii

Sahara Sandy





www.equatoroses.com
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